
Development Workflow
CS 346: Application Development

Git & branching; Merge requests; CI/CD setup



Git 
Using Git for collaboration.
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Version Control w. Git
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Version Control Systems (VCS) are software systems that track changes to your files. e.g. Git, 
Subversion (SVN), Perforce. 

Git tracks changes 
to sets of files over 

time.



Why version control?
A VCS provides some major benefits:


• History: a VCS provides a long-term history of every file. This includes tracking when files 
were added, or deleted, and every change that you’ve made.


• Versions: the ability to version sets of files together. Did you break something? You can 
always unwind back to the “last good” change that was saved, or ever compare your current 
code with the previously working version to identify an issue.


• Collaboration: a VCS provides the necessary capabilities for multiple people to work on the 
same code simultaneously, while keeping changes isolated.
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Version control systems replace 
the common practice of making 

backups of your source files. (e.g. 
app.c.1, app.c.2 and so on).
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Git is designed around these core concepts:


• Working Directory: A copy of your repository, 
where you will make your changes.


• Staging Area: A logical collection of changes from 
the working directory that you want to collect and 
store on together (e.g. a feature might require 
changes to multiple files).


• “Repo”: You “commit” changes from the staging 
area to a repository. 


• Local Repo: your local repository (which can 
get out-of-sync with the remote)


• Remote Repo: a shared repository.

How does Git work? Your source 
code directory Flagged Your history Everyone’s 

history

Common Git commands. For more information on how 
to use Git, see the course website under Getting 
Started - Using Git.



The Necessity of a Remote Repository
Why do we have a remote repository?


• This provides a single “source of truth” that contains 
everyone’s changes (and which we can backup!)


• It helps us coordinate changes with our team (i.e. it 
provides a mechanism to share my changes with 
everyone else).


To work with a remote repository:


• Setup a remote repository, or use an existing hosting site 
(e.g. GitLab, GitHub).


• Add a connection between local and remote repositories.


• Continue to make changes locally, but then “push” the 
changes to the remote as an additional step (git push).
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Local Workflow
A local Git workflow looks like this: 


1. Create a project directory for your source code.


2. Initialize a git repository in this directory (git init). 
This doesn’t change your source code, but adds a 
hidden .git directory to track it as a repository.


3. Make changes to your source code in your favourite 
editor (e.g. add a new feature, fix a bug!). 


4. Add the changed files to your staging area (git add). 
Commit the files in the staging area to save to the 
repository (git commit). This two-step process ensures 
that these files are tracked and versioned as a single 
change.


5. Check that your changes have been saved by using 
git status.

Reference only - see the next slide!



Remote Workflow
The common workflow for working with a remote repository is similar to the local workflow:


1. Initialize a git repository in the remote directory (e.g. in GitLab create a new project).


2. Clone the remote repository to create a local project directory (git clone using the URL of 
the repo that you created in the previous step).


3. Make changes to your source code in your favourite editor (e.g. add a new feature, fix a bug!). 


4. Add the changed files to your staging area (git add). Commit the files in the staging area to 
save to the repository (git commit). This two-step process ensures that these files are 
tracked and versioned as a single change.


5. Push the changes from your local repo to the remote repo (git push).


6. Check that your changes have been saved by using git status.
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remote

remote

remote

remoteChanges from previous workflow are marked with 
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Using Branches for Collaboration
One practical challenge when coding together is the risk of changing files at the same time.


Git uses branches to isolate changes from one another! A branch is a fork in the source tree, 
where we “split off” work from the main trunk. Branches isolate work.


When your changes are complete (and tested), you merge them back into the starting branch.

Feature branches, merged back into Main once the feature is complete and tested.

NOTE: code on the Main branch 
should ALWAYS compile and execute 

properly.

We diverge 
from Main 

here…

… and merge the 
changes into Main 
when complete.
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We call these feature branches when they are created for your individual work. 


A typical workflow for adding a feature would be:


1. Create a feature branch for your work (branching from Main branch aka trunk).


2. Make changes on your branch only. Write tests on the branch as well!


3. Have your code reviewed by someone on your team.


4. Switch back to Main and merge from your feature branch to the Main branch.

Feature Branches
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$ git checkout -b test // create branch 
Switched to a new branch 'test' 

$ vim file1.md // make some changes 
$ git add file1.md 
$ git commit -m "Committing changed to file1.md" 

$ git checkout master // switch to master 
$ git merge test // merge changes from test  
Updating 09e1947..ebb5838 
Fast-forward 
 file1.md                   | 136 +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 1 file changed, 118 insertions(+), 18 deletions(-) 

$  git branch -d test // remove branch (optional) 
Deleted branch test (was ebb5838). 



Handling merges
• So what happens when you and one of your teammates both make changes to the same file?


• Ideally, we want to include both changes!


• When you commit, git attempts to apply all changes (i.e. it merges them together).


• If it can do this without any conflicts (i.e. you were working on different files, or different 
parts of the same files), is merges automatically. Most of the time this is what happens.


• Occasionally you get an error when git can’t resolve it.

12https://www.raywenderlich.com/books/advanced-git/v2.0/chapters/2-merge-conflicts



How to handle a merge conflict
• Use “git pull” to pull the remote changes to your working area.


• If there is a merge conflict, Git will tell you the source of the conflict.
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1. Edit the conflicting file and manually make the change that you want (i.e. which change to keep!)


2. Commit the changes, with a new commit message, then “git push” to the remote repo.



Editing conflicts
• When editing the conflicting files, Git will show you both sets of proposed changes. 


• You are expected to manually edit the file into a “good” state.
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GitLab Process 
Yes, we can automate a lot of this.
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In GitLab, all feature development takes place on a separate feature branch. Development starts 
with a Merge Request to create the branch, continues with a number of intermediate steps, and 
ends with a Merge once the changes are approved.


This workflow contains GitLab specific details, but is similar to other products. GitHub, for 
instance, ends with a Pull Request (PR) leading to a code review and merge into Main.

We will skip some steps.
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1. Create a merge request from an issue

(1) Open an issue 

(2) Click on this button

(3) Fill in details (4) A feature branch is created! 

(5) Commit, Approve, Merge

(6) Merge CompleteYou can also manually 
create a branch, and 

update the issue yourself! 
This just simplifies the 

process.
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Workflow activities that we will support:


• 1. Commit changes (manual): the developer commits and pushes a change to the branch.


• 2. CI pipeline (automated - see next slide): code analysis and testing is run.


• 3. Review app (manual): code review of the changes, may trigger new commits.


• 4. Approve changes (manual): approve for merge back into Main branch.


• 5. Merge and close issue (manual): Add final details and close the issue.


• 6. Final CI pipeline (automated): tests run against merged code.

1 2 3 4

5

6
Main 

branch

Feature 
branch



CI/CD
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CI/CD Workflow
The GitLab workflow includes a CI/CD pipeline:


• CI, short for Continuous Integration is a software development practice in which all developers 
commit and merge code changes multiple times a day. 


• As you commit changes on a feature branch, unit and integration tests run automatically on that 
branch. This provides rapid turnaround (and scales better with large numbers of tests than 
running them locally!)


• We might also run static analysis tools, profilers, style checkers at this time.


• CD stands for Continuous Delivery, which on top of Continuous Integration adds the practice of 
automating the entire software release process.


• When you merge your feature branch to Main, and integrate your changes, the CD pipeline runs 
to check system integrity. This is a good time to run system tests! 


• You also run the deployment pipeline (build a complete product, including installers).
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Setting up CI in GitLab
Open your project


• Sidebar: CI/CD


Sections


• Pipeline: a series of tasks to perform on a branch.


• Editor: web editor for the config file: .gitlab-ci.yml


• Jobs: results of each execution of the pipeline.


• Schedules: define when things run (by default, pipelines are run 
when changed are committed to that branch).
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Example: Pipeline
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When the job was 
executed, and the 

overall status.

Commit message for the 
commit that triggered the 

job, and the branch.

Person 
responsible 

for the commit

Build + Test 
Results

Actions 
(incl. Retry)



Example: Job Details
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Double-click on a job to 
get the details. 

Double-click on a phase (e.g. build) to 
get the log results from that phase. 



Configuring a Pipeline
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You can manually create a .gitlab-ci.yml file (and add to the root of your 
source tree) or use a template in the Editor tab.  e.g. below uses the Gradle 
template to “gradlew build” and “gradlew test” each commit.



Configuring Runners
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A Runner is a process that is configured to run your CI jobs. Runners 
typically run on remote machines. They can be job-specific, or shared.



Where to install Runners?
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Install GitLab runners and then attach them to your project in GitLab. Create a 
pool of runners!


Where can you install them?


1. Everyone on the team can install a runner on their own machine.


2. If you have spare machines, install runners on them*.


3. Email Jeff your “registration token” and he will create a project-specific 
runner for you on his spare machine**

* Please do not install on lab computers. I like my job.

** Offer valid for the first (n-1) teams, where n is the number of runners that makes the machine stop responding.



Installing a GitLab Runner Locally
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Follow the instructions under Project - Settings - CI/CD.


I recommend installing gitlab-runner as service that can run in the background. This is a 
project-specific runner that is attached to your project.

Follow the links for 
platform-specific 

instructions!


